Restriction enzyme banding and in situ nick-translation on different types of hetero- and euchromatin.
We studied the role of chromatin accessibility and methylation in the banding patterns produced by means of in situ nick-translation (NT) and restriction enzyme (RE) banding techniques. For these studies we used the X chromosomes of Microtus cabrerae because of their large segment with four different types of constitutive heterochromatin and because in these chromosomes we can also compare active and inactive euchromatin. The results demonstrate that constitutive heterochromatin in the X chromosomes of M. cabrerae is methylated at specific sequences in both active and inactive Xs. They also show that NT-based techniques are suitable for detecting weak differences in chromatin accessibility, such as differences between active and inactive euchromatin, and are able to distinguish methylation only at the accessible sites. Thus, when methylation has to be mapped in situ, additional experiments have to be performed in order to distinguish findings due to differential accessibility. RE banding seems less sensitive to slight differences in chromatin accessibility, and might thus be more suitable than in situ NT-based techniques for methylation mapping. In harmony with these results, HpaII-based RE banding is able to distinguish between active and inactive euchromatin, possibly depending on its methylation status.